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I was counting dots on the ceiling, constantly checking my iPhone on the bedside table to see 
if it was an acceptable time to get out of bed. 2:43am, 3:12, 3:56. I was anxious over 
whether or not I had used this difficult year to its potential, the abrupt struggle of leaving 
university where I was comfortable, do I love what I do, the typical quarter-life crisis seniors 
in college face before graduating. I gave into getting out of bed to take a Benadryl with a 
glass of lukewarm water. I fell asleep and had an alarmingly vibrant dream. I was sitting in 
Edward Hopper’s A Room in Brooklyn and I was staring at a scratched up old, brown 
door that led into the hallway. The doorknob turned, and standing in the doorframe was 
Philip Guston. Star struck, I asked Mr. Guston if he would like a seat and a glass of 
water, and he said he was fine and to call him Phil. He was here to talk about painting. 
 
 
  
 Study of a Cardboard Object #2 
 
Edward Hopper, Room in Brooklyn, Oil on Canvas, 1932 (Hopper) 
   
 Small abstract paintings 
From taped, hand-cut cardboard objects 
Created fast daily 
 
 
Painting is a daily practice  
 
I started this year needing a reason to paint, an unfathomable, self-imposed pressure. My 
rationale was I couldn’t just tell viewers “it’s what I do” or better yet “I can’t see myself not doing 
it”—the sort of things that somebody says when they despise their job. It was a self-imposed mental 
limitation possibly triggered by an environmental factor; the university pushes for conceptual work 
dedicated to political concerns as opposed to art that uses formal qualities as concept. 
Feeling this pressure, I created a reason to paint. I embarked on a conceptual project that 
questioned what a painting is and strived for some socio-political goal.  I mailed paintings to specific 
groups of people—gallery owners,  The intention was to look at the structures of networking that 
allowed paintings to be seen. It was seemingly the perfect combination.  
After starting the project, I mentally deconstructed it—sending shitty paintings to complete 
strangers. It was insincere. The problem was that it displaced my real desire; I wanted to make fine 
paintings.  
 
Interlude: 
 
In his later years Kurt Vonnegut received a group of letters from high school students asking 
him to visit their school. In response, Vonnegut sent a delightfully inspiring letter back. In the first 
part of the letter, he tells the class to “write a poem, as best they can, about anything but rhymed.” 
And then: 
 
“Tear it up into teeny-weeny pieces, and discard them into widely separated trash recepticals [sic]. 
You will find that you have already been gloriously rewarded for your poem. You have experienced 
becoming, learned a lot more about what’s inside you, and you have made your soul grow.” (Klein) 
Vonnegut’s point was to not become precious about the thing made but to learn from any act of 
making.   
Cardboard Paintings 
 
The paintings done on cardboard were not done with a large investment of time or the 
quality of the paint. I used thin paint and didn’t mix colors; the goal was production rather than 
quality. With Vonnegut’s letter in mind I decided to take what I learned from this first project and 
fully embrace my redefined understanding of what was important to me. I indulged in the media that 
I sincerely enjoyed working with: writing, india ink, cardboard, paint.  
This left a lot of open-ended options. What do I paint? Size? Form? Color?  One thing that 
the cardboard mail-painting project did have was a structure that pushed the painting along. I 
needed a new structure that would help me begin to answer these questions. I created a strict 
objective: to make a painting a day. To achieve this, my daily regimen was to complete a series of 
steps in the studio: 
1. Enter the studio 
2. Begin with writing about 250 words 
3. Make ten drawings 
4. Make a cardboard object 
5. Create a painting. 
 
 
These processes informed each other. The writing was primarily expressive, just putting 
down how my day was going, or what I was think of this week’s paintings. The ten India ink 
drawings,— non-valuable, not precious drawings done on computer paper—were mainly scribbles 
and uncontrolled mark making to explore form, line, composition and texture. I was thinking about 
the writing while drawing. The next step was to make a cardboard object by taking a 12 x 12 in. 
sheet of cardboard and cutting or scoring it with a box knife to make it a form inspired from the 
drawing. These cardboard forms, influenced indirectly by the writing and drawings, became the 
direct source material for my paintings.  
The element of time dictated the logistics of the painting. Their size is small compared to the 
expressionist and neo-expressionist works they reference.  Most canvases and panels were 6 x 6in 
and the largest one, Cardboard Object #2, was 40 x 42in, which was particularly exhausting to work 
on. Each day in the studio I’d have varying periods of time. For longer periods, I’d use larger 
canvases and shorter periods, smaller canvases. I would make the largest work possible while still 
being able to make formal and compositional decisions.  
Time decided the mark making. The bold, aggressive forms are not graphic shapes like 
Lichtenstein’s paintings but are the expressionist bravado of the painted mark. This language 
coupled with working from an immediately made object gave my paintings a sculptural quality. 
Looking at Study of a Cardboard Object #19, the sculptural quality comes through in the brown, knife-
applied marks that physically and pictorially pop off the lower plane. 
When I began painting from the cardboard sculptures, my painting process was one-to-one 
using paint to abstract the cardboard object. As seen in Cardboard Object #4, the overlap and forms 
between the space and object look planned, premeditated, and only overlap incidentally. My process 
evolved from painting from the cardboard object to reacting to the pictorial plane, as seen in 
Cardboard Object #14. This one started as a cardboard object, but the panel took me to a fleshy, 
blood-resembling abstraction. 
Early in my process I looked at the cardboard box sculpture and directly abstracted it. In 
Jasper Johns’ artist statement from 1959, he says “Sometimes I see it and then paint it. Other times I 
paint it and then see it. Both are impure situations, and I prefer neither.” Johns’ statement describes 
the approach to painting I adopted in the later body of work. In these pieces, I started the painting 
by abstracting the cardboard object but then fluctuated between referencing the cardboard and 
reacting to the paint, and formal interactions of shape, space and color on the panel. Color, 
especially became a major concern. 
 
 
 
 
Study of a Cardboard Object #19 
 Study of a Cardboard Object #14 
Pink 
I use different variations of pink as the flesh tones in this abstraction. Pink is an incredible 
color because of its many associations from unnatural magenta to femininity, landscape sunsets to 
flesh, or Guston’s abstractions. I don’t use pink to evoke any of these ideas specifically, but precisely 
because of its ability to evoke many meanings. Pink is a bold, assertive color and a continuation of 
my emphatic mark making. 
I like pink because of its versatility; it can mix with any other color to become a subtle, but 
powerful variation. This can be seen in the many iterations: in #19, I use an orange tint, #9 has 
more of a Guston pink—white plus red, in the plein air piece, pink is tinted it with blue to make it 
blend with the landscape, and in #1 it is tinted with green to make it a brown-hued flesh. Its 
versatility is also shown in its relation with other colors. In relation to other colors in my paintings, it 
always comes to the foreground with its contrast to the greens and blacks.  
 Study of a Cardboard Object #9 
 
Cardboard Object in Plein Air #2 
 Study of a Cardboard Object #1 
 
 
Art History 
Martin Gayford kept a journal while sitting for a portrait by Lucian Freud. When they were 
discussing art history over dinner one day, Freud says, “The painter must see all that has been 
produced up to now as merely an aid to his own work.” This is how I understand my relationship to 
other artists’ paintings—both contemporary and historical—as a resource for my own paintings. 
How can I use what I have learned from other painters in my work?  
Visually, my work is similar to abstract expressionism in its mark making, and painters of the 
60s-80s like Francis Bacon, Basquiat, and Guston in its colors and texture. My dialogue with 
painting continues to other forms of painting because of my interest in the history of painting as a 
whole. My interest is always in flux because the history of painting is a larger narrative as opposed to 
a sequence of singular movements.   
My paintings are about painting, I make art about art. Freud continues that it takes arrogance 
to continue and to think one can improve on a 5000 year old tradition. (Gayford) 
Beauty 
Beauty is a key part to the narrative process I undertake in the studio. Artworks should be 
beautiful before they are understood for a greater conceptual meaning. In The Invisible Dragon, Dave 
Hickey argues that beauty and conceptions of beauty get lost in institutions and politics. Beauty, and 
analyzing the formal qualities of an image, are overridden by what the image and its content mean. 
Beauty is the desire to view something, or as Hickey says, it is “agency that causes visual pleasure in 
the viewer.” This is how I approached my artwork after the mailing paintings, working on my 
technical and formal painting abilities. (Hickey) 
Indirect, the iterative 
My process starts with making one thing that generates the next piece, and the next, and the 
next until only I recognize the starting point and source for the art piece. This iterative process leads 
to making art pieces are made from other art pieces, another form of making art about art. A writing 
becomes a sketch which becomes a sculpture which then becomes a painting. 
This is an expanded practice of abstraction because it is not only as an artistic practice, but a 
way of moving through the world exploring abstraction in a broader sense by not accepting 
convenient connections. David Foster Wallace in his speech “This is Water?” tells us to consider 
and explore the obvious and to not honor initial impressions. I make a preliminary piece on 
everyday, mundane things and make it to an art piece, and this is how I explore beauty. (Wallace) 
 
 
 
 
Latest Work 
 I am currently working on a series of work from my sketchbook. This takes the work out of 
my studio and into the world; I create these sketches when I can, on the bus, sitting outside, in bed 
before sleep. They come from the objects that I see in my immediate surroundings. I take these 
sketchbook drawings and make India ink drawings from them that measure about three to five feet. 
The India ink drawings slow down the sketches and become more refined by layering ink then white 
paint repetitively. These ink drawings are the source material for the new paintings that become 
highly texture and color based abstractions. 
This derivative process—making something from the previous step—allows my work to 
encompass both abstraction and non-representational painting. They start as abstract works because 
I take something from life and capture it in abstract sketches. The paintings and drawings become 
non-representational when the large drawings and paintings become multiple steps removed from 
this original sketch. 
Painting, Always 
I told Phil about anxiety about being a painter. He said, “Anthony, once you make the decision to be a painter, you 
are never not a painter. Every decision, every thought, will be thought as a painter.” 
Any incentive to paint is as good as any other. There is no poor subject. –Robert Rauschenberg (Rauschenberg)  
I have come to understand I will never not paint. That is the ultimate lesson of having made 
these bodies of work. Painters with the approaches like Van Gogh, Basquiat, represent the epitome 
of this attitude toward painting. They painted with whatever they could. They always painted. I strive 
to be this kind of artist. Painting is a daily practice. It is the way I move through the world, through 
considering the everyday and obvious in an indirect and iterative manner, and have found this as my 
definition for painting. 
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